Neighborhood Informational Meeting
East Campus Residence Hall (ECRH) Project

Comments:
- Moss Street edge is critical to the neighborhood
- Building should have an active edge along Moss Street, preferably with functions other than an institutional kitchen
- Soften the Moss Street edge--perhaps with windows; pulling it back from the line of the residential entrances and planting in front of it; etc.
- Consider Moss and Columbia as 'green streets' that were to be quieter in function and feeling than the east-west avenues (15th, 17th) that are seen to be for "through-traffic", and the alleys that were seen to be for service and parking.
- The building is very long--half the length of the block--and to have half of that be an institutional kitchen is simply unacceptable from an urban/context point of view.

- Overall positive reaction from meeting participants
- Would like chance to revisit project when further developed